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NEW QUESTION: 1
会社コードの通貨設定を構成する場合、どの標準通貨タイプを使用する必要がありますか？
注：この質問には2つの正解があります。
A. 伝票通貨
B. 会社コード通貨
C. エリア通貨の管理
D. グループ通貨
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:
The Chief Technical Officer (CTO) of a large company has directed their IT management staff to
examine corporate-wide operations and find ways to limit the cost of operations. The
corporate directives have prompted the adoption of company policies that include the use of
virtualization for all new servers and as many services as possible. The company is subject to
government regulations concerning data retention policies for confidential data. Data must be
retained for seven years.
An audit of the backup and recovery environment is performed. The exhibit shows a typical site
and how it is connected to the disaster recovery environment. Data in the primary site is
configured on VMAX storage using FAST-VP to support multiple work load types on a single
storage array.
Data is protected by SRDF/A to a remote VMAX which acts as a target for multiple sites. The
remote copy of the data is snapped and copied to tape. Retention is accomplished to
governmental standards by offsite storage of tape in a remote protected facility.
The company has indicated that it has the following requirements in any proposed architecture
for the backup and recovery environment:
-------Reduced power consumption Reduced floor space consumption Reduced storage capacity
consumption Lower WAN bandwidth utilization Shorten RPO Decrease RTO Increase security
Lower total cost of ownership (TCO)
Refer toScenarioand the exhibit.
To satisfy the stated requirements, the customer wants to use a virtual appliance to limit power
and space consumption in their smaller locations. To replace the current SRDF/A replication
model, which EMC technology should be recommended?
A. NetWorker NDMP
B. File Management Appliance VE
C. Data Domain
D. Avamar Virtual Edition
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three statements are true regarding vsanSparse snapshots? (Choose three.)
A. They support up to 24 snapshots
B. They are supported if the on-disk format is v1 or higher
C. They are supported if a virtual machine has machine has existing vmfsSparse snapshots
D. They require vSAN 6.0 or higher.
E. They use an always-sparse format.
F. They use a copy-on-write format
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation
AD (not C): vSAN 6.0 introduces a new on-disk format that includes VirstoFS technology. This
always-sparse filesystem provides the basis for a new snapshot format, also introduced with
vSAN 6.0, called vsanSparse.
E: If the underlying is storage is vSAN, if the on-disk format is v2, and if there are no older
vmfsSparse/redo log format snapshots on the virtual machine, vsanSparse format snapshots
will be automatically used.
If a virtual machine has existing vmfsSparse/redo log based snapshots, it will continue to get
vmfsSparse/redo log based snapshots until the user consolidates and deletes all of the current
snapshots.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two locations display reports and folders that you have been granted access to based on
your role, but have NOT created?
A. Shared Folders
B. Catalog
C. Analyzer
D. My folders
E. My Report
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Note: Oracle recommends that you save the following objects to the subject area folder:
calculated items, custom groups, and filters. If a subject area folder does not exist in your /My
Folders folder or within the /Shared Folders folder, then Oracle BI EE creates a subject area
folder and the Save As dialog will default a save path to /My Folders/Subject Area
Contents/<subject area>. Saving these objects to the subject area folders ensures that they will
be available when you build an analysis for the same subject area.
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